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SUMMARY

This report reflects the findings of a high-level assessment of Reaxys for its conformance with the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines version 2.1 (WCAG 2.1).

This report shows that Reaxys does have some issues with WCAG 2.1 compliance, especially concerning screen reader support and ARIA implementation, as well as, minor concerns with color contrast that can be corrected by slightly tweaking colors. Although there were other issues uncovered that spread throughout the system, evaluation time limitations prevented full investigation into every issue returned in the analysis. Therefore, these are the most critical issues to focus on correcting to improve access for all potential users of the system.

Top Findings

1. **Compatibility**: The most problematic issue with the current system is concerning the implementation of ARIA, a complex topic and important concern for screen reader support. For further information on best practices when it comes to ARIA implementation, please see the [WAI-ARIA Authoring Best Practices Guide from W3](https://www.w3.org/WAI/ARIA/AuthoringBestPractices/).

2. **Contrast**: Several color contrast issues were identified, particularly regarding small text and icons. Additionally, the analysis revealed several points of non-compliance with keyboard focus being conveyed using only color.

3. **Screen reader support**: While the screen reader does “work” there are several problems with implementation. e.g., the logical flow of information is broken, important information is not announced, elements are missing accessible text. Although this analysis was unable to perform an in-depth study of screen reader support, it is clear that the user experience for users that require the use of a screen reader is not equivalent and should be evaluated further.
ACCESSIBILITY FINDINGS

This report was conducted against Reaxys and covers a selection of pages and features that were to be tested as a representative sample of the database’s conformance to the WCAG 2.1 AA standards.

The resource was reviewed using a combination of manual and automatic review tools and assistive technologies, including the WAVE Accessibility Assessment tool, Axe Accessibility Assessment tool, WCAG Color Contrast Checker, and NVDA screen reader. All problems identified by automatic tools were double checked manually. This evaluation was performed using Firefox on Windows 10.

Below are the findings revealed during the accessibility evaluation of Reaxys.

1. Initial Interface

Test Case: Test initial interface/landing page to ensure menus, sub-menus, search box, images, icons, etc. are accessible.

SC 1.3.1: All page content should be contained by landmarks.
SC 1.4.1: Color should not be the only thing used to convey keyboard focus. There should be a focus ring as well.
SC 1.4.3: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 2.84 in header navigation between text color #FF6C00 and background color #FFFFFF.
SC 1.4.3: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 2.96 in header navigation between disabled text color #969696 and background color #FFFFFF.
SC 2.1.1: Keyboard navigation breaks logical flow.
SC 2.1.1: The “import” feature cannot be accessed using the keyboard.
SC 2.1.1: Elements should not have a tabindex of greater than 0.
SC 3.3.2: Form field must not have multiple label elements. The search field has 2 labels associated with it.
SC 2.4.9: Links with the same accessible name must have a similar purpose. The “Reaxys” link in the header goes to a different page than the “Reaxys” link in the search area, but they both read the same. The links should have different accessible names if they serve a different purpose.
SC 4.1.1: The “id” attribute must be unique (29 issues returned, will need further investigation).
SC 4.1.2: Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes. Concerning the “Help” link; the “aria-label” attribute is not well supported on an <a> with no valid role attribute.
SC 4.1.2: Aria attributes must conform to valid values. The ARIA attribute element ID does not exist on the page: aria-describedby=”new-input-validation-message.”

2. Structure Editor

Test Case: Using the “Draw” button to open the structure editor, test structure editor landing page to ensure menus, sub-menus, search box, images, icons, etc. are accessible.
3. Search Results

**Test Case:** Insert a benzene structure and use the “Transfer to query” button to add it to the search. Once back on the search screen use the “Find” button to run the search. Test the results page, including the “Preview Results” menu.
SC 1.3.1: All page content should be contained by landmarks.
SC 1.3.1: <li> elements must be contained in a <ul> or <ol>. The list items in the expanded “Preview Results” view are not contained within a <ul> or <ol> parent element without a role or a role=“list”.
SC 1.4.1: Color should not be the only thing used to convey keyboard focus. There should be a focus ring as well.
SC 2.1.1: Elements should not have a tabindex of greater than 0.
SC 4.1.1: The “id” attribute must be unique (29 issues returned, will need further investigation).
SC 4.1.2: Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes. For the expanded “Preview Results” view, the ARIA attribute “aria-expanded=“true”” is not allowed.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA attributes must conform to valid values. In the expanded “Preview Results” view, the attribute value “aria-controls=“substances-1”” is invalid.
SC 4.1.2: Buttons must have discernable text. The buttons for the structure being searched do not have discernable text or an accessible name. Additionally, the buttons in the expanded “Preview Results” view should have an accessible name.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA role should be appropriate for the element. The list for the expanded “Preview Results” view has the ARIA role “search” which is not allowed for the given element.
Screen reader: Issues identified that are not compliant, e.g., lack of consistency in what is read, accessible names on buttons.
4. “Substances” Results

**Test Case**: From the results page, use the “View Results” button for “Substances” results and test the results page to ensure menus, sub-menus, pop-out filter menu, search box, images, links, etc. are accessible.

**SC 1.3.1**: All page content should be contained by landmarks.

**SC 1.3.1**: Contentinfo landmark should not be contained in another landmark.

**SC 1.3.1**: Form elements must have labels. In relation to elements “#rxSelectInput-new-database-switcher-select” and “#rxSelectInput-result-toolbar-sort-by”

**SC 1.3.1**: `<li>` elements must be contained in a `<ul>` or `<ol>`. The list items in the search results view are not contained within a `<ul>` or `<ol>` parent element without a role or a a role=“list”.

**SC 1.4.3**: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 1.52 between text color #B3B3B3 and background color #DCDCDC.

**SC 1.4.3**: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 1.8 between text color #B9B9B9 and background color #F5F5F5.

**SC 2.1.1**: Elements should not have a tabindex of greater than 0.

**SC 2.4.6**: Page should contain an h1

**SC 4.1.1**: The “id” attribute must be unique (29 issues returned, will need further investigation).

**SC 4.1.2**: Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes. For node “.substances”, the ARIA attribute “aria-level=’1’” is not allowed. For element “.e2e-breadcrumb-preview” the attribute “aria-level=’0’” is not allowed.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA attributes must conform to valid values (16 issues reported, further investigation needed).
SC 4.1.2: ARIA commands must have an accessible name. In relation to element “.results-filters-collapse-widget”.
Screen reader: Issues identified that are not compliant, e.g., lack of consistency in what is read, accessible names on buttons.

5. “Reactions” Results

Test Case: From the results page, use the “View Results” button for “Reactions” results and test the results page to ensure menus, sub-menus, pop-out filter menu, search box, images, links, etc. are accessible.

SC 1.3.1: All page content should be contained by landmarks.
SC 1.3.1: Contentinfo landmark should not be contained in another landmark.
SC 1.3.1: Form elements must have labels. In relation to element “#rxSelectInput-result-toolbar-sort-by”
SC 1.3.1: <li> elements must be contained in a <ul> or <ol>. The list items in the search results view are not contained within a <ul> or <ol> parent element without a role or a role=”list”.
SC 1.4.3: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 1.96 between text color #B9B9B9 and background color #FFFFFF.
SC 1.4.3: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 3.52 between text color #86888B and background color #FFFFFF.
SC 2.1.1: Elements should not have a tabindex of greater than 0.
SC 2.4.6: Page should contain an h1
SC 3.3.2: Form field must not have multiple label elements. In relation to element "#goToPageId".
SC 4.1.1: The “id” attribute must be unique (29 issues returned, will need further investigation).
SC 4.1.1: IDs used in ARIA and labels must be unique (10 issues returned, further investigation needed).
SC 4.1.2: Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes (42 issues returned, further investigation needed).
SC 4.1.2: ARIA attributes must conform to valid values.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA commands must have an accessible name. In relation to element “.results-filters-collapse-widget.”
SC 4.1.2: Buttons must have discernable text (11 issues returned, further investigation needed).

6. “Documents” Results

Test Case: From the results page, use the “View Results” button for “Documents” results and test the results page to ensure menus, sub-menus, pop-out filter menu, search box, images, links, etc. are accessible.

SC 1.3.1: All page content should be contained by landmarks.
SC 1.3.1: Contentinfo landmark should not be contained in another landmark.
SC 1.3.1: Form elements must have labels. In relation to element “#rxSelectInput-result-toolbar-sort-by”
SC 1.4.3: Insufficient color contrast ratio of 3.97 between text color #007398 and background color #D3DFEB.
SC 2.1.1: Elements should not have a tabindex of greater than 0.
SC 2.4.6: Page should contain an h1
SC 4.1.1: The “id” attribute must be unique (29 issues returned, will need further investigation).
SC 4.1.2: Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA attributes must conform to valid values.
SC 4.1.2: ARIA commands must have an accessible name. In relation to element “.results-filters-collapse-widget.”
SC 4.1.2: ARIA role should be appropriate for the element. In relation to element “.rx-list–citations”.

Disclaimer: This high-level evaluation was conducted for the Library Accessibility Alliance, and represents a good faith effort conducted within a limited time frame. It should not be assumed to be complete or free from error. No warranties or guarantees are implied. UT is not responsible for direct, indirect, or incidental damages based on this work; its use or interpretation by any individual, group, or organization; or on conditions beyond our control.